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WHEREAS the Council of Graduate Students represents all graduate students at The Ohio State University, and

WHEREAS graduate student advising is a major concern both to students and to the administration of Ohio State, and

WHEREAS the relationship between graduate students and their advisors greatly influences the academic achievements and lives of graduate students, and

WHEREAS graduate students, advisors, and departments play a role in maintaining an environment conducive to students’ academic success;

THEREFORE LET IT BE RESOLVED that the Council of Graduate Students endorses the “Graduate Advising Best Practices” document and its inclusion into the Graduate Handbook, and

LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED that the Council of Graduate Students commit reasonable resources to annually maintain the “Graduate Advising Best Practices” document in collaboration with The Ohio State University Graduate School or Graduate Council as appropriate, and

LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED that the Council of Graduate Students charges its President and Executive Committee with facilitating actions that advance the Council of Graduate Students’ position as established by this resolution and appended “Graduate Advising Best Practices.”

Approved: Y/N
Date:

________________________________________
Vijay N. Gadepally
President | Council of Graduate Students